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CORE TRAINING



Closing the word-gap in Early Years

CORE TRAINING DAY 1
Unique Child/Positive Relationships: creating a baseline for 
improvement



Materials used in this professional development are drawn from the 
URLEY Professional Development Programme. 

These were developed by Sandra Mathers (University of Oxford), Clare 
Williams (A+ Education Ltd), Iram Siraj (UCL) , Denise Kingston (Birth to 
Seven Matters), Janice Woodcock (A+ Education Ltd) and Maria 
Evangelou (University of Oxford) and are being evaluated as part of a 
research study funded by the Education Endowment Foundation.
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Language First Core Training
Overview:

CORE TRAINING DAY 1: Unique Child/Positive Relationships: 
creating a baseline for improvement

CORE TRAINING DAY 2: Enabling Environments: creating a 
language-enabling environment/being a language 
radiator/maths

CORE TRAINING DAY 3: Positive Relationships: creating a 
culture of conversation/using books/writing



1:

Unique 
Child/Positive 
Relationships:



Why Communication and 
Language?

WORLD CAFÉ Group 
Discussion

-Why is C&L so important?
-What do we already do well 

to develop C&L?
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Why early language development?
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Improving early child development with words TEDx Talk 2014



Recent Research….



Why early language
development?

Language opens doors. It unlocks the world of 
reading and the imagination, the excitement of 
writing, the capacity to explore new subjects and 
releases our potential to learn and grow as an 
individual. In schools, it underpins progress, impacts 
on attainment throughout primary and secondary 
years, affects self-esteem and behaviour and plays a 
huge role in a child’s future life chances. Without 
enough language – a word gap – a child is seriously 
limited in their enjoyment of school and success 
beyond.

Jane Harley



Language is key to Learning

15 out the 17 EYO – are steeped  in language –
multiple refrains of talk



Early years provision can help narrow the gap
• Many of the risk factors for these children are not within our power 

to change….

• …but we have access to one of the most powerful tools available to 
narrow the gap – children’s early years experiences in school

• Pre-school improves outcomes for all children but it makes most 
difference for children from disadvantaged homes
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The EPPSE 3-11 study
Sylva et al 



We have and 
we can…

Language First Year 1 
successes
• School A

• Context: Low deprivation, 62% 
EYPP,  low PSED on Entry, 44% 
Summer born, on entry, 5 
EHCP, Significant CL needs.

• Baseline: 29% on track at 
entry

• Exit data:

Improvement in all GLD areas

7% increase in GLD and CL 
outcomes 

Inline with National Outcomes
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Our Shared Mindset and 
commitment to change..

“Every [practitioner] 
needs to improve, 
not because they 

are not good 
enough but because 

they can be even 
better”

….and if nothing changes, then nothing changes!  

…thinking about stopping doing good things to make time for doing 
even better things….the challenge is to really understand what works 
and why….what works for your children? 

Dylan William



Unique child

• Some children will 
succeed despite you

• Some children will 
succeed because of 
you
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An Intentional Approach
Vocabulary – caught or taught?
Most teachers, research tells us, develop children’s vocabulary by 
explaining a new word once. For some that is enough, but not for 
all.

A “football net” analogy helps explain why. Luckier
children have lots of words in their heads, all connected in a web 
of phonological, semantic and grammatical associations. when 
we explain a new word, this tight football net can catch and hold 
it. Other children have many fewer words in their net, not well 
connected to each other. Their football net has holes in it. So 
when a new word is introduced, it goes straight through the 
holes and is forgotten. For these children a quick explanation 
won’t do the trick. Words will need to be explicitly taught and 
repeatedly practised.
Jean Gross                           CULTURAL CAPITAL- BREADTH OF EXPERIENCE



Words and 
their meaning 

(semantics)

Social 
communication 
and narrative

Syntax and 
morphology

A UNIQUE CHILD: WHICH ORAL LANGUAGE 
SKILLS DO CHILDREN NEED?
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Personal, social and  emotional development



Words and 
their meaning 

(semantics)

Social 
communicatio
n and narrative

Syntax and 
morphology

UNIQUE CHILD: The oral language skills we aim to 
change
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Literacy and 
Maths skills

AND ALL 
OTHER AREAS 
OF LEARNING

Personal, social and  emotional development



Recent Research….



Preparing for literacy

Existing evidence suggests that the following should be considered:

• providing children with a rich language environment 
(implicit approaches) as well as directly extending 
children’s vocabulary (explicit approaches);

• developing the number of words children know 
(breadth) and their understanding of relationships 
between words and the contexts in which words can 
be used (depth); and providing multiple opportunities 
to hear and use new vocabulary.



Planning and Teaching with 
a Language Lens

• Autumn

• Spring 

• Summer

• Nursery

• Reception



INTENTIONALLY
Planning and Teaching with 
a Language Lens
1 Word a week 38 weeks!!!

• 400 words a year 

• 10-11 words a week

Some children need

• 600 new words

• 13-15 new words a week!





Gallimaufry

• 1 – I’ve never heard it before
2- I’ve heard it, but I don’t know what it means
3 - I recognise it in context it has something to do with
4 - I know it



Children need depth of understanding to use words 
Curtis (1987)
1 – I’ve never heard it before
2- I’ve heard it, but I don’t know what it means
3 - I recognise it in context it has something to do 
with
4 - I know it



Gallimaufry



Word Aware – Teaching Concepts (An
inclusive, whole class approach)
Children need good vocabulary to access the curriculum
and to develop their understanding and use both spoken
and written language. Understanding and speaking are the
foundations for Reading and Writing. Children need good
oral skills to engage with others, talk about the world they
live in and self-talk/internalise to make sense of their world
and develop problem solving abilities.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CneEue4WAAANiM4.jpg:large


Word Aware PRINCIPLES:

1. Identify the Concept and DON’T use opposites as 

this can confuse the children

2.Add signs/symbols 

3.Repeat the concept word several times

4.Use multisensory experiences and relate the 

concept to a range of objects



TEACH – the selected vocabulary in a structured 

way

EMPTY
Use signs/gesture (www.arasaac.org) to introduce the word e.g. ‘Empty’

Look at the symbol together. 



TEACH – the selected vocabulary in a structured 

way

EMPTY
The children Say the word ‘Empty’ several times and you give the meaning to the word 

‘Empty’ (www.collinsdictionary.com)

http://www.collinsdictionary.com/


TEACH – the selected vocabulary in a structured 

way

EMPTY

Then read stories about empty 



TEACH – the selected vocabulary in a structured 

way

EMPTY
Provide hands-on meaningful experiences













Oxford Language Report
Ideas for developing vocabulary

Language is most effectively learned in the context of use, through 
interaction and through hearing words spoken and read in affectively 

engaging situations that prompt a desire to understand and to use it for 
one’s own purposes. Explicit attention to vocabulary and to developing 
children’s ears for language can be woven into such situations, which 

should be myriad in the early and primary years. 

In summary, helping children hear, notice and experience
language emotionally, aesthetically and artistically

enables them to try on others’ voices and in the process
enrich their own.



ORAL LANGUAGE 
SKILLS
Group Discussion

-What do we already do well to develop these 
Oral language skills?
-Share practical examples 



Pause for thought





Unique child

Creating a baseline 
for improvement
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How will we achieve change for children?

Research tools
Our professional development programme will support you in improving your 
children’s language skills and personal, social and emotional development by 
using research-validated tools:

• to gain a deeper understanding of how children learn and how 
to support that learning through evidence-based practice

• to tune in to children and to yourselves, acting on that evidence 
to improve the effectiveness of practice

• to work as a team within your class/rooms to develop the 
approach

• to develop an effective self-evaluation and improvement cycle 
and improve your confidence to articulate shared pedagogy to 
others (including Ofsted and EYFS Curr) 

• to build capacity for sustained improvement beyond the end of 
the programme.

Practice 
and 

reflection



Tune-in to your children

• Initial concerns

• Initial excitement



Unique child: Tuning in further into  
Children’s oral language development
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Children’s 
conversational styles
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Children’s conversational styles

• Sociable child

• Reluctant child

• Child with own agenda

• Passive child
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Sociable child: initiates interactions constantly and is very responsive to others’ initiations. Some 
sociable children interact freely in any situation, but others are more sociable with their peers than they 
are with their teachers, or vice versa. If language delayed, the sociable child may be slow to talk or 
difficult to understand, but this doesn’t deter him from interacting with others. However, he may be less 
socially mature than his peers. 

Reluctant child: seldom initiates and is often on the outside of group activities and interactions. He may 
take to ‘warm up’ and respond to you when you approach him. Given time and opportunities, he will 
interact with you and other adults, but peer interaction may be more difficult for him. A reluctant child 
usually responds when others make an effort to interact with him. If language delayed, this child’s 
reluctance to initiate may be related to his language difficulty. He may be reluctant to interact with others 
because he can’t make himself understood or he may not yet have learned to communicate appropriately 
in social situations. However, a reluctant child usually responds when others make an effort to interact 
with him. 

The child with own agenda: spends a lot of time playing alone, appearing uninterested in interaction 
with adults and peers. He may initiate when he needs something, but he will frequently reject or ignore 
your efforts to engage him. Typically developing children may go through this independent phase when 
they want to “do their own thing” However, they still enjoy interacting with others in some social 
situations. 

Passive child: seldom initiates or responds, demonstrating little interest in the objects
or people around him. It can be hard to elicit a smile from him or to engage him in any sort 
of playful interaction. 



Tuning-in to your children

• Unique child

• In order to gain an in-depth 
picture of your children’s 
current Oral Language skills

• Complete Hanen Assessments 
for the children in your class

• How might this help you to 
decide what support they need?



Unique child: 
Tuning in 

further into  
Children’s oral 

language 
development
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TROLL – Teacher Rating of 
Oral Language and Literacy –

A Research based tool
David Dickenson et al 2001
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Trying out Troll….
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Trying out Troll….



Trying out 
Troll….
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Laura

Ellie and Lily

Tyrese and George
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Laura

Ellie and Lily

Tyrese and George

Trying out the TROLL

• For each child, consider two of TROLL items:

• Item 1 - willingness to start a conversation

• Item 7 - how understandable is the child

• What support does each child need?



Tuning-in to your children

Take Away Task 1:

• Unique child

• In order to gain an in-depth 
picture of your children’s 
current Oral Language skills

• Complete Troll  Assessments for  
children in your class 





Positive Relationships

Interactions with 
children: our most 

powerful tool in 
supporting language 

development
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Interactions with children: our most powerful tool 
in supporting language development

Words and 
their meaning 

(semantics)

Social 
communicatio
n and narrative

Syntax and 
morphology

The Language Learning Principles



Recent Research….



Preparing for literacy

Prioritising high quality interactions with 
children will help to develop their 
communication and language. A 

distinction is sometimes drawn between 
talking with children and simply talking to 

children; talking to children tends to be 
more passive, while talking with children 
is based on their immediate experiences 

and activities and is likely to be more 
effective.



Our Intentional Approach:

Intentional teaching does not happen by 
chance. It is planful, thoughtful and 
purposeful. It requires:

• a wide-ranging knowledge about how children 
typically develop and learn

• good knowledge of individual children, where they 
are at and how they learn

• a repertoire of instructional strategies

• knowledge about when to use a given strategy to 
accommodate the different ways children learn 
and the specific content they are learning
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Ofsted Framework 2019: 
Intentional Practice

• Teaching  in EY covers the many different ways in which adults help 
young children learn. 

• It includes their intentional interactions with children: 
communicating and modelling language, showing, explaining, 
demonstrating, exploring ideas, encouraging, questioning, recalling, 
providing a narrative for what they are doing, facilitating and setting 
challenges. 

• It takes account of the equipment adults provide and the attention 
given to the physical environment, as well as the structure and 
routines of the day that establish expectations

• Integral to EY teaching is how practitioners assess what children 
know, understand and can do, as well as taking account of their 
interests and dispositions to learn (characteristics of effective 
learning), and how practitioners use this information to plan 
children’s next steps in learning and monitor their progress. 



THE LANGUAGE FIRST LEARNING PRINCIPLES

Language Radiator       Language Magnet        Conversationalist
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Be a magnet for communication

-Help children to feel valued and noticed. Show that you know them as 
individuals and give each child individual attention.
-Use descriptive commentary to narrate a child’s actions.
-Be an active listener and a responsive language partner.
-Show interest by using body language, using their name and getting down to 
their level.
-Use specific praise and encouragement often.
-Observe, wait and listen before speaking, to allow the child space and time to 
think and respond.

-Let children know you have understood them by confirming, repeating and 

extending their communication.

Awe wonder
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Be a language radiator

-Where are children getting new words from in your classroom?
-Model rich language and thinking. Talk often in different contexts, using varied and 
rich vocabulary which is just above children’s level.
-Use unusual words as well as everyday words.
-Pay attention to using correct words and grammar to provide a good language 
model.
-Use opportunities provided by resources and activities to introduce new words, 
and make sure you plan for this.
-During play activities and routines, use techniques such as commenting and 
running commentaries to model the language for what children and adults are 
doing, experiencing and thinking.
-Read books with children daily, including reading aloud to children and reading 
with children.

Word aware
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Be a conversationalist 

-Create a culture in your classroom of adult-child conversation
-Discuss a wide range of subjects with children, including non-present as well as 
present topics, and stick around in conversations to deepen topics over multiple 
turns.
Use a range of techniques to keep discussions and conversations going, including 
commenting, questioning, explaining, speculating, adding information and ideas 
to what children say, and encourage children to use new words themselves.
-Read and discuss books with children often.
-Re-read books to allow for more in-depth discussion in later-readings, as children 
become more familiar with the words and ideas.



• ORAL LANGUAGE SKILLS

Group Task

- Create a poster based on your 
Group Language Learning 
Principle

- Include practical strategies



Tuning-in to your children
Making interactions count for the children who 
need them the most

Take Away Task 2:

• Think about who you spend most 
time interacting and talking with.

• Are these the children who most 
need it?  FOOTBALL NET

• Do you interact more with your 
sociable children or your reluctant 
communicators? 

• Do all children receive individual 
attention?

• In order to gain an in-depth 
picture of  Intentional Interaction 
in your setting

• Complete an Interaction Audit







The value of observation:
gathering evidence on our practice 
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How effective are we as language 
magnets?

The ERS help us to tune in to 
each LLP in more detail:

• What should I see in my 
class/room if I am to put this 
LLP into action? 

• Am I doing it now? 

• Which strategies do I need to 
develop?



The Environmental 
Rating Scales



The ERS are research 
validated –START WITH 
ECERS

• This means that they have been used in research and found 
to ‘predict’ children’s development in some areas

• The ECERS scales were used in the EPPSE research (Sylva, 
Melhuish, Sammons., Siraj & Taggart)

• Children who attended a high-quality preschool 
(measured by ECERS) do better than children who did 
not.

• REMEMBER! The fact that a tool predicts child outcomes 
in a research study does not guarantee that using it as an 
improvement tool will raise children’s outcomes

• The way you use a tool matters as much as the tool you 
choose
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http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/images/1858564794/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=266239&s=books


ECERS-3 (Early 
Childhood Environment 

Rating Scale)

SSTEW (Sustained 
Shared Thinking and 

Emotional Well-
being Rating Scale)



The ERS indicators –
building blocks of quality

• 1s – minimal requirement not met

• 3s – minimal requirement are met –
ensuring children’s welfare, meeting 
basic needs

• 5’s – Intentional and relational practice

• 7’s – Intentional and relational practice 
which meets the needs of all children 
as individuals and is consistent across 
staff members. Goes above and 
beyond expectations for good quality.



ECERS-3: ITEMS

12. Helping children expand vocabulary

13. Encouraging children to use language

30. Staff-child Interactions

SSTEW: ITEMS

5. Encouraging children to talk with others

6. Staff actively listen to children and 
encourage children to listen

7. Staff support children’s language use

8. Sensitive responsiveness

10. Encouraging sustained shared thinking 
through storytelling, books, singing, rhymes

Using ECERS and SSTEW to evaluate the adult role 
in supporting language development



Trying out 
ECERS 3
Item 30: 
Staff-child 
interaction
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SIREN Video: Becky

Lets tune in to Becky’s classroom 
to whether she is being a magnet 

for communication
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• Item 30 of the ECERS-3 helps us to 
tune in to whether we are being 
magnets for  communication

• Watch the clips of Becky’s 
classroom again, this time 
gathering evidence for ECERS-3 
Item 30

• What does using this item help you 
to notice about how Becky creates 
the conditions in which children 
feel motivated and confident to 
communicate? 

Gathering evidence on practice
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1 3 5 7

1.1 Little effort is made 

to engage with the 

children (e.g. in 

conversation, to show 

any interest in what the 

children are doing etc.).

1.2 Staff often talk 

among themselves and 

ignore the children in 

front of them.

1.3 Little effort is made 

to treat the children as 

individuals. Instead, 

children are 

communicated with en-

masse (as a group) at all 

times.

1.4 Children are left in 

obvious distress.

3.1 Staff focus on small 

groups of children and 

respond to individuals 

within the group.

3.2 Staff listen 

out for and 

respond to any 

questions or 

comments from 

children in an 

interested way.

3.3 Praise is used, but 

indiscriminately and 

generally to the whole 

group.

5.1 Staff ensure that 

most children receive 

extended individual 

attention at least once 

during the session.*

5.2 Help is willingly offered if the 

staff feel that children may be 

struggling with the task in hand.

5.3 Praise and 

encouragement are 

readily given to 

individuals when 

appropriate.

7.1 Most children are given 

one-on-one interactive 

attention more than once 

during the session.*

7.2 Any comments or requests from children 

are responded to or dealt with promptly - if 

necessary, involving another member of staff 

to ensure that children are not left waiting 

and wondering.*

7.3 Although staff members 

may wish to focus on an 

individual child, no other 

child in the group is made to 

feel excluded.

SSTEW Item 8 Sensitive responsiveness (p. 26)



Active listening – open for 
business

• Do we encourage children to initiate 
communication by showing we are ‘open 
for business’?

• When a child is talking:

o how do we show that we are interested?

o do our responses encourage talk or close 
conversation down?

• When we ask a question:

o do we wait long enough for the answer?
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SSTEW Item 6 Staff actively listen and encourage children to listen (p.24)

1 3 5 7

1.1 Staff stifle 

communication by, 

e.g. being 

judgemental or by 

humiliating, ignoring 

or belittling the 

children.

1.2 Requests for help 

are ignored (whether 

the requests be 

direct or indirect, 

e.g. crying, 

withdrawal, 

inactivity).

3.1 Children's verbal 

messages are 

understood.

3.2 Staff respond to 

verbal and non-verbal 

signs from children.

3.3 The body language of 

the staff shows that they 

want to communicate 

(open arms, inclined 

head, smiles, waiting and 

listening).

5.1 Staff position themselves 

at the children's height when 

talking or listening to them.

5.2 Rephrasing and/or 

repeating is used to check 

that the children have been 

understood.

5.3 Where meaning or 

speech is unclear, staff make 

an 'educated guess' rather 

than asking the child to 

constantly repeat her/ 

himself. Then, if they have 

guessed wrongly, staff take 

the blame for it.*

7.1 Staff allow long pauses, 

so the children have time to 

think and respond. They also 

show how they allow 

different lengths of pauses 

with different children.*

7.2 Staff encourage the 

children to talk and listen to 

each other by suggesting 

they tell another person. Or 

by inviting other children to 

come and listen to what 

another child has to say or 

show.*
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Tuning into Practise…
Lets go on a Learning Walk





Tuning-in to your children

Take Away Task 1:

• Unique child

• In order to gain an in-depth 
picture of your children’s 
current Oral Language skills:

• Complete Troll  Assessments for 
the children in your class



Tuning-in to your children

Take Away Task 2:

• Unique child

• In order to gain an in-depth 
picture of  Intentional 
Interaction in your setting

• Complete an Interaction Audit
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Make every 
interaction count 

Especially for those that 
need you the most 

Please complete Day 1 
Evaluation 1


